
CDi-L Coin deposit solution

The CDi-L is a lobby self-service solution designed to accept large deposits of loose, unsorted 
coins in exchange for a voucher redeemable in branch or for direct credit into the customer’s bank 
account (online option).

Designed to occupy minimal floorspace and allow a plug ’n’ play installation, the CDi-L is the perfect 
solution to automate and expedite cash-heavy transactions, take coin processing away from the 
tellers, and offer a swift experience to both personal and commercial customers.

Also available as:

CDi in-the-wall

Benefits
+ Offer a quick and smooth experience to your customers 

A deposit transaction only takes a couple of minutes to complete and the count is automated 
and 99.9% accurate, every time.

+ Automation of cash and admin-heavy transactions 

With all cash-heavy transactions migrated to the self-service walls, staff can be redirected to 
customer service and consultative roles.

+ Reduce CIT pick-ups

With a capacity of up to 35,000 mixed coins, the CDi allows CIT operators to quickly pick up its 
contents in a secure coin trolley, reducing the amount and length of visits.

+ Transaction cost is minimised

With a small footprint, low-cost operation, and minimal maintenance required, the CDi solution 
allows you to significantly reduce your operational costs while offering your personal and 
commercial customers a valued service that listens to their everyday needs.
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Process

Verification (Optional)

The user goes to the machine 
and verifies their account 
by inserting a valid account 
card in the card reader or by 
entering their account number 
and sort code via touchscreen 
or keypad.

Dispense

The machine dispenses the 
exact amount in rolled coins 
Optional dispense of loose 
coins and small denomination 
banknotes.

Exchange

The user enters the amount 
of change required by 
denomination and then feeds 
a banknote into the validator 
or selects the bank account 
to withdraw the amount from 
(online option).

Acknowledgment

The machine will print a unique 
acknowledgement of the 
transaction, recording account 
ID, time stamp and change 
dispensed.
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Main screen / PC core
10.4” Secondary screen

Printer

Coin counting mechanismCard reader

Clearing tray

Lockable, wheeled coin bin

Features - CDi-L standalone, front access
Operating System Windows 10

Display 19” Colour LCD touchscreen

Coin Processing 1,100 coins/minute

Capacity Lockable coin bin (capacity up to 70,000 coins)

Printer 80mm thermal printer

Safe  3mm steel cabinet and S&G manual key lock

Supervisor Panel 10.4” Colour LCD touchscreen

Dimensions / Weight 1,500 h x 554 w x 729 d mm / Approx. 180Kg net

Additional modules
Safe Upgrade Door switches on both upper cabinet and safe

Card Reader Dip card reader (EMV)
NFC reader (Contactless)

Keypad Numeric keypad | EPP keypad

UPS 650VA/400W, power surge protection

Connectivity

XFS service providers can be provided for 
all modules, allowing integration with a 
multivendor application and connectivity to the 
ATM network.

Monitoring Software
BalWinMon software allows basic status 
monitoring and holdings report via email (by 
single unit).

Advanced Reporting

Cloud-based monitoring, reporting and 
analytics platform, CashLantern allows 
advanced reporting by single unit and estate, 
across all BA machines Dashboards can be 
customised and prompted to send alerts and 
reports to specifi c emails at regular intervals.


